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This is where we left off in the last pdf document getting back to this first possible planet sized ufo seen where the red arrow points to above in the turquoise colored area outlined in the image above.

From this point onward we will continue to enhance in a continued steps X step series of enhanced enlargements and show you what this possible planet sized ufo in the sun's corona may truly look like.
We have to remember we are looking at possible alien ufos, and are trying to relate and identify this in human terms which is not easy to do. For if it were it would not be called 'alien". The possible first planet sized ufo above may be a side view of this ufo. The front of it may resemble an humanoid looking like profile with a beard. The left part of this possible ufo is considerably more detailed and intricate. It appears to have depth.We also see what may resemble some sort of constructed sky lines or buildings/structures as we would similarly see also in a city for instance.

Next we will go into an even greater demonstration. We are going to get closer to this possible first planet sized ufo and see much more detail up close. This is in much more detail and is considered after the next subheading.
What Does This Possible First Planet Sized UFO Look like In Much More Detail?

The above possible planet sized ufo is shown above. Please watch the next several images which will show to the top left this white arrow. The white arrow points to the next area we are going to get close to and enhance further in much more detail. As we get larger and larger in the images the white arrow will get closer and closer to the front of it's point because we are getting much closer to this possible planet sized ufo itself.
The above image is important. Each of the different colored arrows points to the areas we will specifically be getting a much closer look at. The red arrow seems to point to what may resemble a structure with a humanoid like head. The turquoise arrow points to the lower part of this possible structure that seems to look like a
downward like spiral. The yellow, purple and orange arrows point to other areas we will additionally look at.
Please pay specific attention to the next two images which are the same. Suppose in theory aliens who may have such a long and diverse history and who may represent so many different and diverse forms of life in just one of these possible planet sized ufos, have a multi-versatile form of architecture. When combined together it may even be hard to make out and needs to be looked at in a very careful way because it is so different and abstract compared to what see see on earth everyday.

I state this because in space as you may well know there is no upside down or right side up. Matter of fact, a structure holding the structure a particular alien(s) may occupy could be approached from a horizontal aspect as you see here in the image above. Or..................................................
When the image identical to this one on the previous page which was shown in a horizontal position, it gives a different perspective in trying to understand what smaller possible alien ufos may see when trying to dock with this larger possible planet sized ufo. Again, in like manner the same image does the same above when looked at in a vertical position. Above which greatly looks like an assortment of intertwined possible alien structures. Just another part of this possibly unimaginably large ufo. Which is almost beyond comprehension and imagination.
The above image is a larger enhanced closeup of the second left part of this possible planet sized alien ufo. The appears to be many different structures and on the bottom a smaller ufo. Although very great in size.
In this next image the area outlined in the color of turquoise is the next area that will show the next enhanced enlargement.

The next image will be of the possible alien ship on the bottom middle.
The smaller image above may be a smaller alien ufo. In the right middle there seems to be what may resemble an assortment of different colored alien sub-structures. On the far right, and on the top of this possible ufo is aligned with possible pictogram - (picture writing) representations. Maybe the way these possible aliens looks like in their own form of life. Or a depiction of what they look like as to who or what type of alien may reside in this ufo. Apparently there may be millions to billions of alien occupant all working together as a uniform collective body of civilizations and worlds in the galaxy or further away. No one really knows on earth that is. There also seems to be what resemble some sort of uniformity in windows/port holes if this is the proper description.
The Second Possible Planet Sized UFO

(1) the first possible planet sized ufo has a red check mark by it because we are now finished examining it. We are back at the second possible planet sized ufo. Seen as (2) in the above image. From this point onward we will get closer and closer to this second possible planet sized ufo and see what it also may look like.
All of the images you have just seen are of this final enlarged enhancement of this second possible planet sized ufo. However, the yellow arrow points to a third possible planet sized ufo. We will now see what it looks like.
Above in this image we see the rear end of the second possible planet sized ufo. As we look at the yellow arrow it points to the 3rd possible planet sized ufo behind it. We will now see what it may look like in detail.
In the last image above in this second and final pdf document this third possible alien planet sized ufo strongly resembles a super large floating city in space with it's phenomenal skyline. There seems to be a multitude of possible alien structures.

This concludes my two part pdf document involving the question;'Are there possibly planet size ufos in our sun's corona? This new data and evidence possibly begins to answer this all encompassing question.

In the event you wish to contact me for questions, or in the event you have serious interest in this technology I invented, please email me at -(rons475@gmail.com). or when necessary you may call me at 830-386-9964. Thank you!